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NIST STRAY LIGHT ELIMINATION TUBE PROTOTYPE
1. Introduction
Electronic projection displays involve the projection of an image, usually through a lens
system, onto a viewing screen. Metrics such as light output, contrast, non-uniformity,
and color gamut are used to describe the resultant image quality. Although standards
exist that define the methodology for these measurements [1], the accuracy of measuring
the light output of projection display systems can be compromised by the conditions of
the viewing room. Room lights directly illuminate the screen and these light sources
reflect off of walls, floors, furniture, and other objects (see Fig. 1). Additionally, backreflections from the light from the projection screen off of objects in the room and back
onto the screen must be considered. The stray-light components can contribute to the
measured result, providing erroneous results.
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Fig. 1. Examples of stray light.

With the advent of ultralight projectors, more of these displays are being transported to a
wide variety of viewing environments. Digital cinema, home theater, business and
conference use, and other applications drive the market for large-venue projection
systems. Often, they are compared to alternative or competitive technologies (within or
outside of the projection display arena). These stray-light contributions can affect image
quality, penalizing the projector for conditions beyond its control. In such situations, it
may be important to separate out the ambient and screen effects to measure the
“darkroom” projector performance [2].
A stray-light elimination tube (SLET) was developed to remove such contamination so
that the user can better evaluate the performance of the projection system independent of
ambient light conditions [3]. This report describes the design of the first prototype SLET,
developed and built in June 1998, and includes some remarks about possible
improvements.
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2. Construction
2.1 SLET Tube. The SLET prototype consists of a 61 cm (2 ft) long piece of polyvinyl
chloride (PVC) tubing* with a wall thickness o 0.64 cm (0.25 in) and an inner diameter of
15 cm (6 in), as shown in Fig. 2. Several frustums have been inserted to provide for the
baffling and redirecting of stray light. A lengthwise section of the tube has been cut out
and remounted with hinges and thumbscrews to allow access into these interior frustums.
The edges of this cutout are lined with black felt so a light-tight seal is made when
closed. The entire tube is painted glossy black: the glossy paint provides for
approximately 0.2% diffuse (non-specular) reflection, whereas flat black offers at best
around 2-3% diffuse refection. By careful positioning of the gloss black frustums, the
SLET can direct the specular reflections off the interior tube surface away from the
illuminance meter measurement head. The back plate needs to be thin enough so that
reflections off its edge do not contribute to the illuminance measurement
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Fig. 2. Layout of stray-light elimination tube.

2.2 Frustums. Previous work corroborates the effectiveness of frustums† as a tool in
reducing the amount of stray light corrupting light-output measurements of displays [4].
The two frustum pairs have apex angles of 90º, with a 15 cm (6 in) exterior diameter and
a 5 cm (2 in) inner diameter. These are positioned as shown in Fig. 2. A single frustum,
mounted at the rear of the SLET tube, has an apex angle of 18º, with a 15 cm (6 in)
exterior diameter and a 14 cm (5.5 in) inner diameter. The frustum aperture size and the
placement of the pairs inside the tube were determined by performing ray tracing to
determine reasonable sizes and locations (see Fig. 2).

* Common sewer drain tube can work, although a smooth interior tube should be better for controlling
reflections.
† Some earlier references incorrectly call them “cones.”
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The frustums are constructed from 10 mil black vinyl plastic with a gloss surface on both
sides, using the procedure described in Fig. 3. The equations relate the frustum apex
angle and inner/outer diameters to a flat surface that can be easily cut using a mechanical
compass with a sharpened edge for cutting the plastic. (Art supply or hobby stores
sometimes have such compasses designed for cutting.) Place one point at the center and
rotate around the center with the cutter until the material becomes separated. Also, back
and forth bending along a partial cut with a little stress can separate the material. Be sure
to cut out the outer diameter first; otherwise the center reference is lost.

β = 2φ = apex angle
w = R2 – R1 = (r1 – r2)/ cos φ
C1 = 2π r1 = R1θ
C2 = 2π r2 = R2θ
R1 = r1 / cos φ
R2 = r2 / cos φ
θ = 2π cos φ
for φ = 45º, cos φ =

1
2

R1 = 2 r1
R2 = 2 r2
θ=π 2

Fig. 3. Frustum construction parameters.

2.3 Frustum Rings. The frustums are inserted into the tube by attaching each pair to a
0.64 cm (0.25 in) thick ring, as shown in Fig. 4. The rings, which are made out of PVC
or black acetal plastic (and painted gloss black), have an outer diameter of slightly less
that the inner diameter of the tube (to accommodate the tabs and felt). For the prototype,
the outer diameter is slightly less than 15 cm (6 in) so as to fit snugly in the tube and have
an inner diameter of 11.4 cm (4.5 in). Tabs hold the frustums in place and are
constructed from the same thin plastic material as the frustums. The tabs are cut and
shaped so that the frustums will not dislodge when tilting the tube. Black felt is applied
with double-stick tape around the edge of the ring to prevent light leakage (see Fig. 5).
3. Design Considerations
The SLET prototype described was built for the International Communications Industries
Association (ICIA) InfoComm Projection Display Shoot-Out in June 1998 in Dallas, TX,
to evaluate the effect of ambient light on measurements being made during the
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Fig. 4. Frustum rings.
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Fig. 5. Detail of frustum rings.

exhibition [5]. The SLET was constructed for ruggedness and effectiveness, not
necessarily for portability.
Recently, more portable designs have been shown to be equally effective. Using the
same gloss black material as the frustums, one can construct a tube as shown in Fig. 6.
Three black acetyl plastic rings, similar to the prototype design, are used to provide a
rigid structure in which to secure the tube. One ring should be designed for proper
mounting of the illuminance meter. Different mounting rings can be built and easily
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Fig. 6. Portable SLET.
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inserted to hold various types of illuminance meters. Other rings keep the frustums in
place. The inner diameter of the ring that accommodates the illuminance meter must be
thin enough to not reflect any light onto the illuminance meter.
4. Operation
To perform illuminance measurements on front-projection displays, be sure the SLET is
aligned correctly. Aim the tube toward the projector source as demonstrated in Fig 7.
Mounting the SLET onto a tripod may ease use and improve stability of alignment. Use
the shadow of the tube aperture (with the illuminance meter removed) imaged onto the
screen as an alignment guide. Be sure there are no stray-light sources directly near the
SLET field of view in the direction of the projector.
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Fig. 7. Using the SLET for front-projection display measurements.

For rear-projection systems and other direct-view emissive displays, the SLET can be
configured into a “portable darkroom.” As illustrated in Fig. 8, a SLET may be placed up
near the screen. The front edge of the SLET tube needs to be covered with black felt or
other protective material to reduce light leakage around the instrument. Furthermore, to
prevent stray light from striking and subsequently internally reflecting within the screen,
the screen can be cloaked with black felt or other light-blocking material with low
reflectance properties.
For performing small-area illuminance measurements at the position of the screen, a slit
adapter can be used [6]. The one pictured in Fig. 9 was built using black acetal plastic to
mount the illuminance meter, so that various detector heads could be centered at the rear
of the SLET. To accommodate the small measurement areas, a slit, using razor blades
painted in glossy black, was devised to create an adjustable aperture. The blades are
secured with set screws to provide for adjustment. This allows the user to control the
area of the projected image to be measured. Thus, one could measure contrast modulation
by adjusting the aperture to allow only either the black or the white portion of the image
to illuminate the detector head.
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Fig. 8. Using a portable-darkroom SLET for small-area measurements.
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Fig. 9. Slit adapter for illuminance meters.
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5. Summary
In order to separate out stray light from the measurement of projector performance, the
SLET can be a simple but effective tool. We have used both this prototype and a more
portable design to improve accuracy in several special situations [5, 7, 8] as well as in our
routine laboratory work. In all of these cases, using the SLET has determined the
ambient contributions to the projected image and provided for stray-light reduction so
that projectors could be more accurately characterized.
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